
SOUTH COUNTY HOSPITAL 
HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

South County Hospital Healthcare System, located in the coastal community of Wakefield, RI, is a full-service, not-for-
profit, regional healthcare resource providing residents and visitors in southern Rhode Island with a comprehensive 
range of advanced inpatient, outpatient, and home health services. We’re seeking dedicated, skilled individuals who 
share our guiding values of caring, respect, integrity, collaboration and excellence to join our community. All of our 
positions require Board certification or Board eligibility.

Internal Medicine or Family Medicine Physician
Practice in our state of the art facility, supported by a clinical staff dedicated to great patient outcomes! We are 
building a brand new, state of the art, multi–specialty medical office building that will house not only primary care, 
but other specialists including OB GYN, Cardiology, Endocrinology, Podiatry, Wound Care and Nephrology, plus 
the ancillary services of Laboratory and Diagnostic Imaging, and Urgent Care. South County also offers competitive 
salaries, with incentive opportunities for productivity and quality measures. You will be part of a larger network of 
Primary Care Physicians that is focused on building practices as Patient Centered Medical Homes. 

Hospitalist
Our team of Hospitalists reflects professional as well as personal accomplishments, including graduates of Brown 
University’s Family Medicine Residency, Columbia, and Boston University. Personally, our group includes musicians, 
sailors, surfers and researchers, a testimony to the work/life balance that we are able to achieve.

Desirable Schedule! Sixteen shifts minimum/month, 10 hours each, rotating between admitting and rounding with 
occasional overnights. Opportunities for additional shifts!

Obstetrician/Gynecologist
Large, and expanding practice of 9 providers (both physicians and midwives).

Leading service line within the Hospital, with a stellar reputation for personalized care, using the latest technological 
advances and a holistic approach that focuses on the well-being of body, mind, and spirit. 

To learn more and to apply for a position, please contact:
Mary Kohanski at 401-788-1986 or mkohanski@schospital.com

EOE


